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I. Introduction
Boundary detection is mainly used to detect the outline or shape of the object, so we can easily identify objects based upon the outline or shape. Segmentation is the process in which an image is divided into its constituent objects or parts. The main goal of segmentation is to simplify and/or change an image representation into something that is analyzed easily. Image segmentation is mainly used to locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc) in images and it is the process of assigning a label to every pixel in an image. The result of image segmentation is a set of segments that collectively covers the entire image, or a set of contour extracted from the image.
The main goal of image segmentation is to cluster the pixels into salient image regions, i.e., regions are corresponding to objects, or natural parts of objects. Image segmentation can be secret into two types. 1.
Edge based approach 2.
Region based approach
Edge based approach
Edge based methods is to use an edge detection operator such as Robert, Sobel, Prewitt, Laplacian and Canny which is used for detecting the object boundaries and then extract the boundaries by using edge information. Edge based methods center around contour detection. The weakness of edge based method is resulting regions may not be connected; hence edges need to be joined and prone to failure in the presence of blurring.
Region based approach
Region based methods are partitioning an image into connected regions and by grouping neighboring based on image properties. The image properties consist of, the intensity values from the original images or values are computed based on an image operator and texture are unique to each region. Region based methods are based on similarity of regional image data. Some of the most widely used approaches are clustering, region growing, and region splitting and region merging.
II. Related Work
The existing method for some boundary detection techniques are Active Contour Model (ACM), Active Contour without Edges (ACWE), Geodesic Active Contour (GAC), Gradient Vector Flow (GVF), Vector Field Convolution (VFC).
M. Kass et al. [2] proposed an Active Contour Model. A framework of various methods for image and video segmentation is known as active contour. Active Contour Models have been one of the most successful methods for image segmentation. Active Contour Model deforms a contour to lock onto features of curiosity within an image. Usually the features are lines, edges and/or object borders. Active contour models should be able to find the boundary in given images. Snakes or Active Contours are used extensively in image processing application and computer vision; particularly it is used to locate object boundaries. For example, a snake is used to automatically find a manufactures part of an assembly line; one might be used to find the outline or shape of an image. The main disadvantage of active contour model is the resulting of image is poor quality of image. Chan-Vese et al. [3] proposed an Active Contour without Edges (ACWE), it is the minimization of energy based segmentation and it is used to detect the shape of objects in a given image based on curve evolution: starting with an initial curve and evolving it to the 'correct' steady state, i.e. the object boundaries. The disadvantage of ACWE is detecting the boundaries that are not necessarily defined by gradient.
V. Caselle and R. Kimmel et al [4] proposed a Geodesic Active Contours (GAC). It is used to detect the boundaries of object and deal with geometric information of image. The geodesic active contour is based on theory of curve evolution and it is represented as the zero level-set of a 3D function, the geodesic curve computation is used to reduce a geometric flow that is similar to curve evolution. The limitation of GAC method is that a contrast constant should be selected in the edge stop function.
C. Xu and J. L. Prince et al [5] proposed a Snakes, Shapes, and Gradient Vector Flow. It describes snake and active contours, which are used to locate the object boundaries. An external force for snake is called gradient vector flow (GVF), is computed a diffusion of the gradient vectors of a gray-level or binary edge map derived from the image and the resultant field has a large capture range and forces active contours into concave regions. An active contour is used in GVF field as its external force is called GVF snake. The main advantages of the GVF snake over a traditional snake are its insensitivity to initialization and ability to move into concave boundary regions. The main limitation of GVF method is that the parameters are very sensitive.
B. Li et al [6] proposed a Vector Field Convolution model; it is used to calculate the external force for deformable models, including active contours and deformable surfaces. An external force for active models called Vector Field Convolution (VFC). This external force is calculated by convolving a vector field with the edge map derived from image. Active contours that use vector field convolution external force are termed VFC snakes and the VFC snakes are constructed by a way of a force balance condition. The main drawback of vector field convolution is that the weak edges might be overwhelmed by the strong edges along with the noise.
In proposed technique can detect the boundaries of objects in the images. It detects the boundaries of object using the information from the intensity gradient using the vector image model and the texture gradient using the edge mapping model. The proposed edge detection technique is based on the vector image model and the edge mapping model. The edge vector gradient model provides a more complete description of an image. It provides a complete description of an image based on both directions and magnitudes of image edges. The main objective of proposed method is to perform the boundary detection of images for such as medical, noise and disease affected on a particular magnetic resonance (MR) and computerized tomography (CT) images.
III. Proposed System
In proposed boundary detection algorithm is used to detect the boundary of object in an image. Boundary extraction algorithm consists of following three phases. 1. edge vector gradient 2. Edge mapping model 3. Edge detection Technique
Edge Vector Gradient Calculation
Proposed technique relies on detecting the direction and magnitude for a given input image and it is found to be sufficient for boundary detection. To determine the boundary in an image is use the boundary extraction algorithm.
Edge vector gradient is used to perform vector operations on an image. Vector defines the direction and magnitude of the image. For an image the edge vector field is calculated from
Here, C is the convolution between the input image and corresponding mask difference, n is the maximum number of pixels moving towards either vertical direction or horizontal direction.
Where G x and G y are gaussian difference mask. Edge vector of an image is to indicate the magnitude and direction of edges and form a vector stream flowing around an object. The magnitude and direction are calculated from, i.e.,
Where C r is the total number of pixels in the neighborhood N. The 3×3 window as the neighborhood N.
Edge Mapping Model
The edges of object in an image can be detected by using edge mapping model. The vector image model and the edge mapping model are applied to select the best edges. The Proposed method yields more descriptive vectors along the object edge than that of the original edge vector field. This is useful for boundary extraction of objects in images.
Edge mapping model is derived from law's texture and canny edge detection. It gives important information of the boundary of object in images.
Law's texture
Law's texture is a one type of texture filter; it is applied to the image to create the filtered image from which texture features are computed. Law's texture is computed by convolving an input image with each of the masks. Where, (L5) (Gaussian) gives a center-weighted local average (E5) (Gradient) responds to row or column step edges (S5) (LOG) detects spots (R5) (Gabor) detects ripples
Creation of 2D masks 1D mask are multiplied to construct 2D masks: For example mask E5L5 is the product of E5 and L5. 
Canny edge detection
Canny edge detection is used to detect the edges in an image. It involves the following four steps. 1. Convolution with Gaussian filter 2. Calculate the magnitude and direction of gradient 3. Non-maximal suppression 4. Thresholding The first step of canny edge detection is convolution; it is used to reduce the noise in given input image. The second step calculates the magnitude or direction of the gradient. The third step is non-maximal suppression to identify the edges. The fourth step is thresholding to detect and link the edges.
Edge Detection Technique
The boundary of an object can be detected by using edge following technique. It detects the boundary of object using the information from edge vector gradient and edge mapping model and it is used for searching more information about correct boundary of an object. At the position (i, j) of an image, the position of edges can be calculated by 3×3 matrix (9) Where x, y, and z are weight parameters that control the edge to flow around an object. An element in the L i.j indicates the strong edge in the corresponding direction. The 3×3 matrices M i, j, D i, j, E i, j is calculated as follows: (10) (11) (12) Where M (i, j) is indicate the average magnitude of edge vector gradient field, D(i, j) is the direction of edge vector field and E(i, j) is the edge map.
The values of each element in the matrices are ranged between 0 and 1. Edge detection technique to identify the flow direction at each pixel location to the closest boundary; then followed by the direction of locations that encounter two opposite directions of edge flow. If any of the image attribute such as color, texture, or other combination can be used to compute the edge energy and direction of flow, this scheme provides a general framework for boundary detection.
IV. Results And Discussions
The proposed method has been implemented and tested on various digital images. The following results are obtained. 
0≤r≤2, 0≤c≤2 0≤r≤2, 0≤c≤2
arrows indicate the direction of moving pixels towards either vertical direction or horizontal direction. Figure  5 .1 (c) shows the law's texture, it convolutes the input image and 2D mask. The output of convoluted images is given as input to canny edge detection. Figure 5 .1 (d) shows the edge detection using canny edge detection; it detects the edges for the given input image. Figure 5 .3(e) shows the boundary detection using edge detection technique. Edge detection technique is used to detect the boundary using the information from intensity gradient using vector image model and texture gradient using edge mapping model. The vector image model provides complete description of images considering both direction and magnitude of image edges. Map the edge model is used to detect the edges in an image. The vector image model and edge mapping model is used to select the best edges in an image. 
performance evaluation
Table1 shows average CPU computation time (in seconds) for GAC model and proposed model. These two models are executed in same machine configuration. Comparing to GAC model, proposed method take less computation time for detecting the boundary of the object in an image. The main reason for reduced computation time in proposed method is using the Sussman method. Sussman method uses CFL (Courant Friedrichs lewy) condition; it collects boundary detection related information from vector image model and map the edge model. The GAC model use Neumann boundary condition method, it fails to accurately identify the pixel location, so the proposed method is more efficient comparing to the GAC model. [1] 18.14 5.27 [1] . Web Reference (www.imaging.consult.com)
V. Conclusion
Normally images are used in many fields including surveillance, medical field and non destructive testing. Edge map and boundary detection are important for image analysis and some interpretation task such as object segmentation, object registration and object description etc. The proposed method in edge detection technique is used to detect the correct boundary of object in an image. It detects the correct boundary of object using the information from vector image model and edge mapping model. The edge vector gradient model provides the complete description about the image and these two models are used to select the best edges in an image. The proposed method is more efficient to detect the correct boundary of object comparing to the existing model. Comparing to the existing model, our proposed method is take less computation time for detecting boundary of objects. The proposed method is not only applicable for medical image; it can be applied to any image processing problems in which ill defined boundaries are detected.
